OUR GROWTH PRIORITIES

WIN IN OUR MOST IMPORTANT MARKETS

-40% of Anniversary Sale next-day pickup orders were picked up in a Rack Store

BROADEN THE REACH OF NORDSTROM RACK

5% sequential improvement in Rack sales from Q1 ‘21

INCREASE VELOCITY OF DIGITAL BUSINESS

24% increase in digital sales vs Q2 ‘19*

*B including a (500bps) impact from shifting 1 week of the Anniversary Sale from Q2 to Q3 in FY21

BUSINESS HIGHLIGHTS

STRONG ANNIVERSARY SALE

1% increase in total event sales vs ‘19 ², exceeding expectations

CORE CATEGORY STRENGTH

Biggest improvements in trend in core categories of shoes, apparel, accessories and designer

BROAD BASED IMPROVEMENTS

Momentum across banners, regions and merchandising categories

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

IMPROVING SALES TRENDS

4th consecutive quarter of sequential improvement in sales trends³

STRENGTHENING OUR BALANCE SHEET

We further strengthened our balance sheet by retiring $500M of unsecured notes

RAISED FISCAL YEAR OUTLOOK

Based on better-than-expected results in the H1 and expectations for H2, we raised our fiscal year outlook

¹Only includes Nordstrom orders

²Results reflect the total event, including the final week which fell in Q3 FY21

³After adjusting for Anniversary Sale timing shifts